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Section A
Answer all questions (1 marks each)

t. Avectorr=xi+ yj+zk.lf F=rnr,thevalueof V x F is

v (a)O (b) r (c) nrn-r (d) 1

2. Consider the system of equation x -y + iz = 4, x + z = 2 and x + y - z = 0 .This system has
(a) a unique solution (b) finitely many solution
(c) infinitely many solutions (d) no solution

3' 
The number of linearly independent eigen vectors "t l1 I I ,,

L0 2)
(a)0 (b) 1 (c) 2 (d) infinite

4' d;ffah is a tensor of rank

(a)7 (b) 3 (c) s (d)6

5. The incorrect equation among the following is

(a) ps(x) = g (b) e11x1 = x (c) pn(-x) = (-r)n pn(x) (d) pn(-x) = (-1)n+1 pn(x)

(1x5=5)

Section B

Answer any 7 (2 marks each)

6. Give the physical explanation of divergence operation.

7. What is a linear vector space?

8. Explain Poisson's distribution with an example.

9. State the condition for diagonalizability of a matrix.

1-0. Show that every square matrix can be uniquely written as the sum of a hermitian and skew
hermitian matrices.

1.1,. Explain the contravarifnt fundamental tensor.

12. What is the inner product of a tensor?

13. Write the metric tensor in cylindrical coordinates.

1.4. Prove that Pn(1) = 1

15. Write any two transformation equations of Beta function. 12 x7 = t4l



Section C

Answer any 4 (5 marks each)

L6. lf F=xy2 i+yz2i+zx2 k,verifyGausstheorem overthe sphere *2 *y2 +22 =4.
L7. Find the inverse of the given matrix using Cayley-Hamilton theorem:

l-s 1 1l
lr 3 2l
l, 2 3l

18. Find the inverse of the given matrix by Gauss-Jordan method:
lz 2 1l
lr s 2l
L, 1 3.1

L9. What is contraction of a tensor? Show that contraction produces a tensor with a rank reduced
bv 2.

20. Prove that Kronecker Delta is an invariant mixed tensor of rank 2.

21. Express cos(x) in terms of Jn(x).

(5x4=20)

Section D

Answer the followinglLZ marks each)

22.(a). Find the unit vectors in spherical polar coordinate system and prove that they are

orthogonal.
OR

(b). State and prove Gauss'theorem and Stoke's theorem. Hence deduce Gauss law in
electrostatics.

23.(a). Determine the Eigen values and normalized Eigen vectors.
l--r L 21ttt0 -2 1tttL0 0 -31

OR

(b). Find the equation of geodesic in spherical polar coordinates.

2a.@). Write the Bessel's differential equation. Obtain the series solution of Bessel's differential
equation.

OR

(b). Obtain the integral representation of Jn(x).

(12x3=36)


